New Features in mPDF v6.0

Images

Gamma correction in PNG images
Some PNG images contain a source Gamma correction value to maintain consistent colour display
between devices.
mPDF will adjust for gamma correction if a PNG image has a source gAMA entry <> 2.2
Gamma correction is not supported in GIF ﬁles.
For more information, and sample image ﬁles see
http://www.libpng.org/pub/png/colorcube/gamma-consistency-test.html
Below are some of the example images, displayed on a background of HTML colour, such that when
displayed correctly they should appear as one solid block of the same colour:
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NB View this page as HTML in your browser and see the diﬀerence between browsers!
Note that there are inconsistencies between browsers, so the image display varies considerably on
the system you are using. There are also image errors which are not always apparent.
The image below is taken from http://www.w3.org/TR/CSS21/intro.html and has the gAMA value set to
1.45454 This is probably unintentional and should be 0.45454 which is 1 / 2.2
The image appears diﬀerently on IE9/Safari versus Firefox/Opera. To quote from
http://www.libpng.org/pub/png/spec/1.2/PNG-Encoders.html "If the source ﬁle's gamma value is
greater than 1.0, it is probably a display system exponent,....and you should use its reciprocal for the
PNG gamma." Some applications seem to ignore this, displaying the image how it was probably
intended.

The two images below should be displayed with similar colour intensity. The one on the left is a 16-bit
gamma-corrected PNG ﬁle; on the right is an unlabelled GIF ﬁle. Note that in Firefox (31.0) the image
on the left looks duller because it has not been gamma-corrected for the display, whilst in IE
(9)/Safari/Opera the images looks identical (correct).

ICC color proﬁles
Some PNG and JPEG image ﬁles contain an ICC color proﬁle to alter colour display. These are
supported in mPDF in PNG and JPG ﬁles, except PNG images which require converting via gd_image
e.g. Alpha transparency, interlaced etc.
Below is a PNG image which contains an ICC Proﬁle which deliberately changes colours. When
correctly displayed (applying the colour proﬁle) ths colours should match the colour names. (In Firefox
red appears as green, blue as red etc.)

Wider support for PNG Images
mPDF will now display almost every type of PNG image, including: paletted (Indexed) images with
Alpha channel (full transparency), and grayscale or RGB truecolor images with single-colour
transparency. One PNG type which cannot be handled by mPDF is a 16-bit image with binary (singlecolor) transparency. (This is because all images need to be converted to 8-bit for inclusion in PDF, and
so for example if colour 0x4F27 is set as a transparency, it will treat all 0x4F.. pixels as transparent.)
Alpha transparency (PNG images)
Alpha transparency in PNG images has been ﬁxed to work correctly against colour backgrounds e.g.:
Interpolation
PDF allows you to set image interpolation for an image - the result of this is variable and is dependent
on the PDF viewer. mPDF allows you to specify whether interpolation is enabled, using CSS for each
image, but: 1) it will not cascade i.e. the CSS property must be set directly on the img object or as
class e.g. using <img class="smooth" style="image-rendering:auto"> 2) if an image appears more
than once in the document, the interpolation setting will be that of the ﬁrst appearance.
A conﬁgurable variable in conﬁg.php determines the default value for the whole document:
$this->interpolateImages = false;
The draft CSS3 property "image-rendering" with the following values will be recognised by mPDF:
auto (default) - uses the value set by $this->interpolateImages
crisp-edges - interpolation disabled
optimizequality - interpolation enabled
smooth - interpolation enabled
The image below on the left has interpolation enabled:
NB Interpolation cannot be enabled on background images, SVG or WMF images.
SVG Fonts
mPDF 6 introduces (limited) support for SVG fonts, recognising the following elements and attributes:
<defs>
<font horiz-adv-x>
<font-face font-family units-per-em ascent descent />
<missing-glyph horiz-adv-x d />
<glyph unicode horiz-adv-x d />

In the example SVG below, the upper row of characters are drawn using paths and lines; in the lower
row, they are written as text using glyphs deﬁned as an SVG font.

Basic SVG font element
Placed Glyphs

SVG Font

See the fonts-elem-01-t.svg ﬁle in the examples folder for more details.
NB: @font-face is not supported.

